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 AGENDA ITEM - *Indicates Board Action Needed PRESENTED BY 

 American Brain Foundation Board of Directors Meeting Call to 
Order 

Kevin Goodno, Board Chair 

3 min. 

Board Chair Report  

 Review meeting agenda 
 Approve minutes of January 12, 2018 meeting 
 Call for Disclosure of Conflict of Interest related to any agenda 

items 

Kevin Goodno 

5 min. Strategic Planning Committee Report  Lisa Shulman, MD 

5 min. Executive Director Report  Jane Ransom 

5 min. Financial Report  Ralph Józefowicz, MD, &  
Tim Engel, CFO 

10 min. 2018 Incentive 
Ralph Józefowicz, &  
Tim Engel 

2 min. Governance Committee Kevin Goodno 

2 min. Research Advisory Committee Report Robert Griggs, MD 

2 min. Commitment to Cures Committee Report Joseph Sirven, MD 

25 min. Executive Session – 2017 Executive Director Performance Review 
Kevin Goodno & Ralph 
Jozefowicz 

 Adjourn  

 

 
Board of Directors Meeting 

February 16, 2018 
10:00 a.m. EST/ 9:00 a.m. CST/ 8:00 a.m. MST/ 7:00 a.m. PST 

 
Webinar link: https://cc.readytalk.com/r/9s8hctmmby6f&eom  

Call-in number US & Canada: 866.740.1260 
Access code: 7312994 
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American Brain Foundation 
Board of Directors 

January 12, 2018 

1:00 pm ET 

Orlando, FL 
 
Call to Order: Friday, January 12, 2018, at 1:00 pm E.T. by Board Chair Kevin Goodno. 

Quorum was present. 

In Attendance: Kevin Goodno, Chair; James Essey, Robert Griggs, MD; Dan Gasby; 
Shafali Jeste, MD; Ralph Jozefowicz, MD; Edgar Kenton, III, MD; Jeffrey Rosenfeld, 
MD; Joseph Sirven, MD; Lisa Shulman, MD; Gordon Smith, MD; Susan Schneider 
Williams 
 
Staff: Jane Ransom, Shelly Collins Rucks, Tim Engel, CFO; Marlys Weyandt, 

Stephanie Olson, Natalie Baumgartner 
 
Guests: James Stevens, MD 
 
Excused: David Eagleman, PhD; Dan Gasby, John Mazziotta, MD; Bruce Miller, MD; 
Catherine Rydell, CAE; Ralph Sacco, MD; Martin Shenkman, CPA; Ben Utecht 

 
Mr. Goodno welcomed everyone and discussed the agenda for the meeting.  

Call for disclosure of conflicts of interest. There were none.  

Minutes: Minutes from December 21, 2017, Board of Directors meeting were reviewed. 

MOTION to approve the ABF Board of Directors minutes from December 21, 2017.  

Approved (Unanimous). 

1. Strategic Planning Report: Dr. Shulman explained the tentative 2017 Board Scorecard 

to the Board. The Scorecard has been updated to include red, yellow, or green color 

blocks to highlight goals that are just under the threshold (yellow), goals that are more 

significantly under the threshold (red), and goals that are at or above the threshold 

(green). The Scorecard should be used as a weather vane. It includes a column of the 

previous quarter’s total, as well as one with tentative final quarter data.  

 

a) Strategic Goal #1 (Research): Most of these goals are being benchmarked this 

year. The goal for projects posted on the crowdfunding site was not achieved, but 

there are 11 LOIs and one approved project in the crowdfunding site pipeline. Dr. 

Griggs acknowledged that the site is growing, but that it will take some marketing 

work to move these projects forward.  

 

The Board wanted to understand if the Foundation was including CRTS’s on the 

crowdfunding site, and they agreed that we should in the future. They asked if 

projects with smaller, more achievable goals could also be posted on the 

crowdfunding site.  
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The new Board members wanted to understand more about the Foundation’s role in 

CRTS’s. Even though the Foundation funds CRTS’s alongside AAN, they are not 

mentioned on our website. Staff pointed out that they are listed in the “About Us” 

section of the website, but agreed that more should be done to highlight them. 

 

b) Strategic Goal #2 (Public Outreach): The Foundation is using surveys to find out 

about public and AAN member awareness about the Foundation’s mission. Between 

the third and fourth quarters of 2017, there was an increase in the number visitors 

converting into donors, from 0.65% to of 0.75%. The nonprofit industry standard 

conversion rate is 1.1%.   

 

The Board wanted to understand what the Foundation was doing to move 

conversions up. Site traffic has been driven up through paid activity on Facebook 

and year end campaigns. This data is based on three-quarters of the year.  

 

c) Strategic Goal #3 (Philanthropy): The Foundation exceeded its fundraising goal for 

restricted by four times the maximum target. However, we did not reach the 

threshold goal for operating funds.  The major donor pipeline is above the goal. 

Additionally, new donors have increased but still fall short of the threshold goal. 

(These numbers are likely to rise when final data for December 31 has been 

compiled.) 

 

d) Strategic Goal #4 (AAN Partnership): A survey is underway to measure AAN 

member awareness of the Foundation. The number of AAN staff donating to the 

Foundation is at 51%, which is above the threshold.  

 

e) Summary: This is a critical time for the crowdfunding site. There needs to be a faster 

pace in building up unrestricted funds, but is the timeline for unrestricted funding 

reasonable? The Foundation and Board needs to continue to review their business 

model.  

 

The Board asked staff to consider whether the dues check-off system is capturing as 

many AAN members as it potentially could, and whether there could be a 

streamlined process for donating honoraria to the Foundation. Also, are we letting 

people off the hook from making donations when their institutions pay their dues, 

thereby automatically declining to give to the Foundation? 

 

2. Executive Director Report: Ms. Ransom welcomed the new Board members and Dr. 

Stevens, who attended to represent the AAN leadership. In 2017, the Foundation has 

had some big wins, including the McKnight Brain Research, which created 10 CRTS’s in 

cognitive aging and age-related memory loss. The Foundation established three Mary 

Groff Lewy Body Dementia Scholarships, launched the Rowland Circle, and established 

the Athlete Brain Health Fund.  

 

The Foundation needs to continue to address the underlying problem of restricted vs. 

operating funds. The 2017 budget should end up as a balanced budget due to expense 
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controls. Year-end fundraising included the Employee Giving Campaign, Standing 

Strong, the YearEnd Campaign and the Rowland Circle.  

 

The Board discussed the financial relationship between the Foundation and the AAN.  A 

slide showing the cash flows between the two organizations suggests that we have been 

understating the impact of the Foundation. The relationship between the two 

organizations is increasingly one of interdependence, rather than of a one-sided 

dependence of the Foundation on the AAN.  

 

The newly-established Athlete Brain Health Fund has strong potential to raise funds from 

non-pharma corporations because it is to be guided by the International Sponsor 

Council, a global trade association of corporate sponsors.  

 

The Board discussed the importance of reaching out to AAN members and emulating 

BRAINPAC through presence at conferences and other marketing.  

 

3. Financial Report: The Foundation will have a balanced 2017 budget. Operating funds 

are down, which is concerning.  This is offset by the stock market doing well and good 

expense management by the staff.  

 

The Foundation’s ratios between programming, management, and fundraising are 

improving and, in this regard, the 2017 audit should look significantly better than the 

2017 audit.  The Board wanted to know more about how the time allocations were 

created. Ms. Ransom clarified that they were based on actual expenditures of staff time 

collected through three studies conducted in 2017.  

 

The restricted net assets for the Foundation are at $6.4 million, which is a preliminary 

number. Fifty percent of that is restricted to CRTS’s. The Foundation will have to 

continue to maintain the funding for CRTS’s.  

 

Board members discussed the continuing difficulty of raising operating funds. There was 

some discussion of an endowment campaign, but the staff believes we do not have a 

healthy enough base of major donors to embark on one. The staff believes we need to 

pursue a Sustaining Donor initiative to lay groundwork for endowment-building.  

 

There was some discussion of how to “sell” operations. Our operations budget allows us 

to execute on our mission of funding brain disease research. Therefore, we should be 

talking about our exciting and mission when we ask donors for unrestricted gifts. We 

should not be talking about “operations.”  

 

An unaudited financial statement for fiscal year 2017 will be presented at the February 

Board meeting.  

 

4. New Board Secure Site: Ms. Baumgartner explained the new Board secure site, which 

houses meeting materials and corporate information. She gave them their password and 

a link to the page. She recommended that everyone from the Board login. The link to the 

secure site will be placed in every Board and committee meeting email, alongwith the 
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password needed for that meeting. Ms. Baumgartner offered assistance to any Board 

member who needs help navigating the site.  

 

Fundraising Report: Ms. Rucks highlighted the operating vs. research budgets. In 

2018, the Foundation’s goal for operating funds is $1.5 million. She reviewed the 

strategies for reaching this goal: 

▪ Annual Fund     $425,000  Audience Segmentation 

▪ Major Gifts         $765,000  Localize & Personalize 

▪ Corporate Support       $281,000  Growth through Partners 

           & Events 

 

The largest target is for major gifts. An important component will be a local major gifts 

campaign in Minnesota to become a template for campaigns on the east and west 

coasts. In 2018 cultivation events which introduce potential major donors to the 

Foundation will be especially important on the East and West coasts. 

 

The Foundation is looking for Board Members’ assistance in a variety of ways.  though 

involvement in a variety of different ways. Ms. Ransom and Ms. Rucks will be reaching 

out personally to each Board member. Mr. Goodno also clarified that, for the most part, 

Board members are not necessarily expected to solicit gifts. Rather, they should help by 

opening doors to people and organizations that might have reason to want to give They 

can assist staff by offering leads, signing “thank you’s”, making a phone call, or offering 

an introduction. Everyone on the Board has talents and skills that the Foundation wants 

to utilize. Some board members worried that their participation in fundraising can be 

limited because they are part of academic institutions competing for neurology research 

dollars. Others pointed out that the Foundation’s mission is usually different than that of 

an institution. On a one-to-one basis, clinicians can refer patients to the Foundation. 

Public practice neurologists have less of a barrier to donating and raising money for the 

Foundation. 

There was discussion about the giving levels listed on the Foundation’s website with 

some feeling that the giving levels are too low, and that major donor levels should be 

raised. Staff will follow up with Board members to move this discussion forward.  

 

Board members urged that the Foundation continue to convey its historic, core message 

that it is funding a future army of neurologists has been a core message of the Many 

neurologists don’t know that the Foundation is working to fund CRTS’ or research in 

general. The Foundation is retaining people who would otherwise not find research 

dollars. There is opportunity to look at the numbers of people that the Foundation keeps 

from dropping out of the field.  

 

Some Board members would like AAN to do more to raise awareness of the the 

Foundation among key segments of its membership, such as, participants in the AAN 

leadership programs, and recipients of awards and scholarships.  

 

5. Marketing Report: Ms. Olson introduced herself to the Board, and she explained her 

role as 60% strategy and 40% project management. Her priorities as Marketing and 

Communications Manager are awareness toward the brand and a strong crowdfunding 
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plan. The Foundation has opportunities to improve the clarity, consistency, and 

authenticity of its brand. She wants to build upon the work of Weber Shandwick, but to 

take their work a step further by developing useful tools. The key challenges of 

developing a brand identity for the Foundation are that the public does not have a clear 

understanding of what brain disease is, and nor are they aware of the Foundation.  

 

The crowdfunding site also presents challenges. There needs to be a single project 

focus to push one project in front of the public and create an early win while putting a 

little bit of marketing behind all the other projects on a smaller scale. A toolkit needs to 

be provided to researchers, partners, and organizations about how they can best 

support the project. The Board will also be armed with this for when they are out and 

talking about crowdfunding.  

 

Tactics and timing are key. The crowdfunding needs to have more of aa start-up 

mentality, to not be perceived as stale. This will be a year of experimentation, in which 

we start finding out what the right mix of projects and donors are. 

 

The Foundation will take on three larger campaigns, develop a story, plan, and 

determine a channel for each project. Smaller projects will receive a plan, but won’t 

receive the same push in hopes that as more people come to the site, they will start to 

feel the gains as well.  

 

As the Foundation learns from these three big campaigns, lessons learned will be 

applied to the other campaigns. A marketing plan will be established around all the other 

projects. In the future, crowdfunding projects will not be put on the site without a 

marketing plan in place.  

 

The Board wanted to know about the storytelling aspect of the marketing. There are 

many methods to delivering a message, whether though copy, video, or tv, but also 

through a patient, caregiver or researcher’s updates. The Foundation’s mission is to cure 

“brain disease” but no one gets “brain disease”. They get ALS, MS, Parkinson’s, etc. The 

question is: why would you give money to an organization that focuses on a broader 

mission instead of a disease specific organization? Ms. Olson stated that the 

Foundation’s everyday messaging had to change to incorporate the “cure one, cure 

many” to make this happen. We need to better explain our position to our audience.  

 

The Board suggested that a common mechanisms research project would be nice to 

have on the crowdfunding site to highlight the idea of “cure one, cure many”.  

 

Ms. Olson explained that most marketing strategy is done four to six months out to make 

sure everyone is aligned. She also asked the Board to follow the Foundation on social 

media and to be a brand ambassador. She mentioned that a toolkit will be in the 

pipeline.  

 

6. The Sustaining Donor Model: Following up from its October 2017 meeting, in which 

the Board asked for more information the costs and benefits of implementing a 

sustaining donor fundraising model to develop more operational funding, Ms. Weyandt 
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presented a staff report. She explained that a sustaining donor model differs from an 

annual gift because it asks for a contribution into the unforeseeable future. This model 

focuses on retention, “a retained donor is a better sustained donor.”  

 

There are several ways that a sustained donor can be engaged whether multi-level, 

single level, donor defined, or offering a tangible value, but which model is best? Many 

organizations put more than one form of engagement into their sustaining donor model. 

This model will require a strategic initiative to acquire new donors both in the public and 

amongst the AAN membership. There are assumptions that a sustaining donor model 

could impact cash-flow negatively, but thoughtful planning can mitigate negative 

impacts.  

 

The Foundation has nearly 2,500 individual current donors, who will form the basis for 

building a sustaining donor model, but we will likely need 10,000 donors at $150 

annually to reach $1.5 million in annual operating revenue from a sustaining donor 

program. Additionally, since only 4% of the Academy’s membership is giving to the 

Foundation, we will need to focus on targeting segments of the AAN population. The 

crowdfunding site will also offer opportunities to convert donors for individual projects to 

general support.  

 

The planning phases for this program will take place during 2018. They are: 1) 

determining what kind of model for sustaining donors would best serve our organization, 

which will include strategic planning around how to convert current donors; 2) Discovery 

of how to offer value to donors, identifying possible segments of the population, and 

creating messaging that will appeal to them; and 3) Assessing the current database’s 

capability.  

 

The Board recognized that BRAINPAC has been employing a sustaining donor model. 

The Foundation should be careful during year-end fundraising to make sure that 

sustaining donors are not being solicited. 

 

Overall, the Board was favorable to the sustaining donor model and approach. There will 

needs to be tangible benefits to public members. Success will require that the AAN truly 

embraces and collaborates with the Foundation on this initiative. Concern was 

expressed that the AAN does not include the Foundation in its leadership programs, and 

that CRTS recipients are unaware that they are receiving funding from the Foundation. It 

was also suggested that the AAN President Elect be officially part of the Foundation 

Board. In further discussion, Board members discussed making more of the fact that the 

Foundation funds the Academy’s scientific awards.  

 

The staff is recommending that the Foundation roll out a sustaining donor program in 

2019 and looks forward to discussing it further with the Board.  

Adjourn 4:35 p.m. E.T. 
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TO:   Board of Directors 

FROM:  Jane Ransom 

DATE:   February 16, 2018 

SUBJECT:   Executive Director’s Report 

 
Financial Health 
 
In 2017 the Foundation raised $4.8 million, ended the year with a $39,900 surplus, and 
chalked up some great wins. While our wins were largely in research dollars, these successes 
fulfill our mission to fund research and allowing us to are beginning to provide an ROI to the 
Academy for their support.  While we did not reach our full operational goal, we did evaluate 
our expenses and reduced expenditures appropriately. In the effort to overcome our most 
critical business problem, the need to boost operational revenue, staff is:  
 

 Making plans to unroll a sustaining donor program (i.e., the “Public TV” 
fundraising model) over 2019 and 2020 

 Developing a case for operational support  
 Creating a major donor program 
 Preparing to launch a planned giving component to our website 

 
Strategic Goal #1: Research Clearinghouse. Construct a virtual platform to match 
the best science with the largest pool of committed donors to advance a 
continuum of research. 

a. Crowdfunding 

In line with our Marketing Manager Stephanie Olson’s recent presentation to the 
Board, the Foundation is preparing for a multiple sclerosis crowdfunding campaign on 
social media during MS Awareness month in March. The projects to be funded include 
one from the Weizmann Institute of Science and one from the National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society. The Board will be receiving information on how they can help build 
excitement and exposure for the campaign as the time draws closer. 
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We are currently contacting researchers who have projects live on our site to discuss 
collaborating on a coordinated crowdfunding campaign with each of them. 
Alternatively, they can decide to close out their campaigns and be removed from the 
site. Staff discussed this process with the Research Advisory Committee in January. The 
participants were satisfied with the process and excited about our marketing plans 
which were presented by Stephanie. 

b. Research Program Summary 

Notifications are being sent to recipients of the 2018 ABF-funded awards now. The 
confirmed 2018 awards are:  

1. CRTS in ALS         
2. CRTS in Dementia with Lewy Bodies     
3. CRTS in Epilepsy       
4. CRTS in Headache – deferred until 2019 because applicants were not deemed 

worthy of funding 
5. CRTS in Muscular Dystrophy      
6. CRTS in Neuromuscular Disease      
7. CRTS in Tourette’s       
8. CRTS in Tourette’s – deferred until 2019 because we only received one 

application  
9. CRTS in Cognitive Aging and Age Related Memory Loss   
10. CRTS in Cognitive Aging and Age Related Memory Loss 
11. CSDA in Interventional Neurology     
12. CRTS in Stroke  
13. CSDA in Multiple Sclerosis     

We have confirmed the following 2019 awards and seven others are pending: 

1. CRTS in Cognitive Aging and Age Related Memory Loss 
2. CRTS in Cognitive Aging and Age Related Memory Loss 
3. CRTS in Stroke  
4. CSDA in Myasthenia Gravis 
5. CRTS in Muscular Dystrophy 
6. CRTS in Epilepsy 
7. CRTS in Alzheimer’s 
8. CRTS in Parkinson’s disease 

The Foundation will be gradually posting Clinical Research Training Scholarships 
(CRTS) on the crowdfunding site, seeking to align the posting dates strategically with 
disease awareness months or other related campaigns. 
 
In consultation with AAN staff, we have overhauled the award notification letters and 
certificates received by CRTS awardees to make it clearer that the American Brain 
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Foundation and its non-profit health organization partners are the funders of their 
scholarships.  
 
Strategic Goal #2: Public Engagement. Build the ABF brand around our unique 
niche. 
 
We are in the final stages of selecting an outside agency to move forward with the 
branding architecture discussed at the last Board meeting. In addition to the marketing 
focus on the MS crowdfunding campaign described above, staff is working on materials 
and messaging for our booth at the Annual Meeting, and on a 2017 Impact 
Report/Annual Report, and Case Statement for use with major donors. An Alzheimer’s 
disease crowdfunding campaign is scheduled for September. 
 
We saw our social media connections (“friends”) increase during the “Head Coach” 
local media campaign, starring Ben Utecht, during Super Bowl season, which was 
accompanied by our own social media campaign. 
 
I am looking for an agency to produce the “Brain Squad” pro bono (with Ben Utecht, 
Susan Williams, and Dan Gasby) to be a component of the Foundation’s marketing 
efforts. We have a wonderful concept, which plays on the 1970s Mod Squad, but we’re 
without the resources to do a truly professional job. Please let me know if you have 
ideas or connections that might help with this. 
 
Strategic Goal #3: Philanthropy: Develop full-fledged public support and deepen 
giving from AAN members. 

Our highest priorities of the moment are Commitment to Cures sponsorships and 
major donor fundraising. As a reminder, our key fundraising channels and goals for 
2018 are: 

Operating Support Goal Strategic Focus 
   

Annual Fund $425,000 Audience Segmentation 
Major Giving 765,000 Localize & Personalize 
Corporate Support & Events 281,000 Growth Through Partners 
Total $1,471,000  

  
Research Support  

  
AAN Research Program $1,795,109 Nonprofit Health Organization Partners
Crowdfundingi 80,000 Donor Desire 
Endowment, DAF 44,000 Growth Through Investment 
Total $1,919,109  
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In January the Foundation was invited to submit a proposal to the Conrad Hilton 
Foundation for the MS crowdfunding campaign. A first draft has been submitted. 

Our newest partner, the International Sponsor Council (ISC) is actively seeking funding 
from corporate sponsors for the Athlete Brain Health Fund with the goal of establishing 
at least one new CRTS in athlete brain health to launch in 2019. 

Strategic Goal #4: A Thriving Partnership: Align the goals and leadership of the 
AAN and the ABF.  

Our research partnership with the AAN continues in the realm of CRTS’s. We are 
looking forward to the first meeting of AAN and ABF fundraising staff coming up in 
March. We’ll be sharing fundraising strategies for 2018 and discussing how we can be 
most helpful to one another. 

Looking ahead, I am hoping that the leadership of the AAN and ABF Boards will be 
able to take a pause some time over the next several months, to envision where we 
want our partnership to go over the next several years. We now have 2.5 years of 
experience in running the Foundation under independent management. We have data, 
trends, and opportunities to assess. This should help us sharpen up our vision of where 
we are aiming to go as partners over the next 5 years. 

 

i $80,000 of crowdfunding will come in as restricted but be released into operations. 
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2017 2016 Net Change
          ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

  Cash and Cash Equivalents 2,645,746$      3,692,398$       (1,046,652)$     
  Grants and Gifts Receivable, Net 682,683           474,245            208,438           
  Accounts Receivable 1,532               20,218              (18,686)            
  Other Assets 104,970           132,405            (27,435)            
  Total Current Assets 3,434,931        4,319,266         (884,335)          

FIXED ASSETS
  Office Equipment 223,770           10,725              213,045           
  Less Accumulated Depreciation (41,469)            (10,725)             (30,744)            
  Net Fixed Assets 182,301.00                           182,301           

LONG TERM ASSETS
  Investments 7,504,430        6,396,776         1,107,653        
  Grants and Gifts Receivable, Net 1,262,198        108,605            1,153,593        
  Total Long Term Assets 8,766,628        6,505,381         2,261,246        

  Total Assets 12,383,860$    10,824,647$     1,559,212$      

          LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

CURRENT LIABILITIES
  Accounts Payable 101,825$         295,134$          (193,309)$        
  Grants Payable 572,554           953,917            (381,363)          
  Deferred Grants 197,542           196,667            875                  
  Total Current Liabilities 871,921           1,445,718         (573,797)          

LONG TERM LIABILITIES
  Grants Payable 24,271             156,726            (132,455)          

NET ASSETS
  Unrestricted 3,373,030        2,850,063         522,967           
  Temporarily Restricted 6,384,827        4,652,559         1,732,268        
  Permanently Restricted 1,729,811        1,719,581         10,230             
  Total Net Assets 11,487,668      9,222,203         2,265,465        

  Total Liabilities and Net Assets 12,383,860$    10,824,647$     1,559,212$      

AMERICAN BRAIN FOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

AS OF DECEMBER 31ST

For Internal Use Only.
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Variance Final

2017 YTD 2017 Favorable 2016

Actuals Budget (Unfavorable) Actuals

REVENUE

Grants & Gifts 654,322$     1,050,000$  (395,678)$      857,990$    
Released from Restrictions 2,281,171    3,008,668    (727,497)        2,076,650   
Interest Income 13,925         11,500         2,425             11,545        

Other Revenue 38,190         500              37,690           2,450          
Total Support and Revenue 2,987,608    4,070,668    (1,083,060)     2,948,635   

EXPENSES

Salaries & Benefits 749,482       813,776       64,294           773,766      
General Office 101,627       169,265       67,638           72,326        
Software 129,391       95,000         (34,391)          111,163      
Professional 332,368       460,442       128,074         488,518      
Meeting/Travel Related 193,192       310,530       117,338         159,283      
Grants/Awards 1,088,212    1,718,668    630,456         962,628      
Contingency                 200,000       200,000                        
Depreciation/Miscellaneous 31,707         37,503         5,796             4,186          
Management Fee 294,096       261,732       (32,364)          184,651      
Total Expenses 2,920,075    4,066,916    1,146,841      2,756,521   

Net Operating 
Increase(Decrease) 67,533         3,752           63,781           192,114      
Long Term Investments 602,572                       602,572         315,297      
CHANGE IN 
UNRESTRICTED NET 
ASSETS 670,105$     3,752$         666,353$       507,411$    

TEMPORARILY 
RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Grants & Gifts 3,499,484$  2,006,321$ 
Investment Income 366,818       202,959      
Net Assets Released from 
Restrictions (2,281,171)   (2,076,650)  
Beginning Balance 4,652,559    4,519,929   
Ending Temporarily Restricted 
Net Assets 6,237,690$  4,652,559$ 

PERMANENTLY 
RESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Grants & Gifts 10,230$       99,650$      
Beginning Balance 1,719,581    1,619,931   
Ending Permanently Restricted 
Net Assets 1,729,811$  1,719,581$ 

American Brain Foundation
Income Statement

For the Twelve Months Ending December 31st, 2017

For Internal Use Only.
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©2013 American Brain Foundation

2017 Incentive Calculation
Actual Threshold Target Maximum Weight Score 

Inter‐
polate

Total 
Score Weight Weight Score

Research & Crowdfunding
Number of peer‐
reviewed proposals on 
crowdfunding platform

9 20 30 50 15% 0.00 0.00 0.00 15% 0.00

Public Engagement
Increased site traffic 
(page views)

156,317 50,000 70,000 100,000 15% 1.50 0.00 1.50 15% 0.225

Philanthropy
Total Funds Raised* $1,047,176  $1,350,000  $1,790,000  2,287,000  30% 0.00 0.00 0.00 30% 0.00

Total Number of 
Donors

2,295 2,280 2,508 3,010 20% 0.50 0.03 0.53 20% 0.107

Financial Health
Net Operating Funds $39,900 $3,742  $100,000  $200,000  20% 0.50 0.19 .069 20% .138

*This line reflects total funds for operations per the intent of the incentive. Total Restricted 
Research Funds Raised in 2017 for Current and Future Years = $3,882,651 Score .469
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ABF Board Scorecard 2017 – Final 
 

Strategic Goal #1 
Research & Crowdfunding: Construct a virtual platform to match the best science with the largest pool of 
committed donors to advance a continuum of research. 
 

Outcomes January 8, 2018 February 8, 2018 Threshold Target Max. 

#1, A: Crowdfunding      

1. Number of peer-reviewed proposals posted on 
crowdfunding platform 

9 9i 10 25 50 

2. Number of crowdfunding/website donors 316 317 Benchmarking during 2017 

3. Amount raised in crowdfunding $17,630 $17,630 Benchmarking during 2017 

#1, B: Grant making    

1. Money granted for CRTS/CSDA’s  
2. Money granted through crowdfunding 
3. Total Scientific and Other Awards  
4. Total money granted to defeat brain disease 

$888,249 
0 

$179,802 
$1,068,051 

$888,249 
0 

$179,802 
$1,068,051 

Benchmarking during 2017 
Benchmarking during 2017 
Benchmarking during 2017 
Benchmarking during 2017 

Strategic Goal #2 
Public Engagement: Build the ABF brand around our unique niche. 
 

Outcomes   Threshold Target Max. 

1. Stakeholder awareness   Survey 2018 coming 

2. Increased site trafficii 
a. Users  
b. Pageviews 

 
a. 41,733   
b. 156,317 

 
a. 41,733 
b. 156,317 

Benchmarking 
during 2017 

50,000  

 
 

75,000 

 
 

100,000 

3. Increased site conversion (from visitor to 
donor) 

316 conversions; 
0.75% 

317 conversions; 
0.75% 

Benchmarking during 2017 

Strategic Goal #3 
Philanthropy: Develop full-fledged public support and deepen giving from AAN members 
 

Outcomes   Threshold Target Max. 

1. Total funds raisediii      

a. Restricted/Research a. $3,817,553 a. $3,918,400 -- $  480,000 $  937,000 

b. Operating b.    $845,006 b.    $924,531 $1,350,000 $1,350,000 $1,350,000 

TOTALiv $4,662,559 $4,843,931 $1,350,000 $1,830,000 $2,287,000 

2. Major donor pipeline value 
a.  Number of major donors solicited 
b.  Gift amount asked 

 
a. 63 
b. $5,958,500 

  
a. 63 
b. $5,958,500 

 
a. 20 
b. $250,000 

 
a. 30  
b. $500,000                         

 
a. 40 
b. $1,000,000 
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3. Number of new donors 824 926 900 990 1188 

4. Number of donors 
a. AAN members 

 
a. 1,332 

 
a. 1,462 

 
a. 1,830 

 
a. 2,013 

 
a. 2,416 

b. Public b. 746 b. 833 b. 450 b. 495 b. 594 

TOTAL 2,078 2,295 2,280 2,508 3,010 

Strategic Goal #4 
A Thriving Partnership: Align the goals and leadership of the AAN and ABF. 
 

Outcomes   Threshold Target Max. 

1. Number of AAN members who are aware of 
the ABFv 

  See endnote – measured annually December 2017 

2. Number of AAN members donating to the ABF 1,332 1,462 See 4a above. 

3. Number of AAN staff donating to the ABF 51% 51%  50% 70% 90% 

4. Money raised for AANI research agenda-i.e., 
projected # of CRTS/CSDA awards signed by the 
end of the year. 

13 ($3,469,995) 
 

13 ($3,469,995) 
 

10 12 14 

 

i 11 LOIs have been approved; 1 project approved, but waiting for required documentation before posting on the crowdfunding site. 
ii Targets were developed from traffic on former website during FY 2016. “Conversions” include both donors to the general fund and crowdfunding donors. 
iii By Development for future and current years. 
iv The total funds raised does not include the AANI Operating Grant. 
v Insights Study in progress to compare member awareness between 2016 and 2017. 
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As of 12/31 2017 Forecast Threshold             Target Maximum Weight Threshold        Target Maximum

Research Clearinghouse

1. Number of new peer-reviewed proposals 

posted on crowdfunding in 2018 9 10 20 40 10%

Board 

Scorecard

2 x's 

Threshold 2x's Target

Public Engagement

2.   Increased site traffic (Page Views of 

ABF.org) 137,904            137,904                      142,041       144,799       5% 2017 Actual 

3% over 

Threshold

5% over 

Threshold

Philanthropy

3. Funds Raised

a. Total Funds Raised 4,843,931 3,400,000 3,502,000 3,570,000 20%

Board 

Scorecard

3% over 

Threshold

5% over 

Threshold

4. Number of donors

a. AAN members 1,462                1,462                          1,506            1,535            2017 Actual 

3% over 

Threshold

5% over 

Threshold

 b. Public 833                    833                              858               875               2017 Actual 

3% over 

Threshold

5% over 

Threshold

Total 2,295                2,295                          2,364            2,410            15%

Financial Health

5. Net Operating Increase (Deficit) TBD 744$                           144,594$     288,444$     20% Budget

Mid Point 

Between 

Threshold and 

Maximum

Average of Last 

Three Years

6. Operating revenues achieved    TBD 1,525,741$                1,571,513$  1,602,028    30%
2018 Budget 

Uncommitted 

Grant Revenue

3% over 

Threshold

5% over 

Threshold

2018

American Brain Foundation

Proposed 2018 Incentive Goals

Basis
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American Brain Foundation 

Strategic Planning Committee Meeting 
February 12, 2018 

9:45 a.m. EST/8:45 a.m. CST/7:45 a.m. MST/6:45 a.m. PST 
By Telephone Conference Call 

 
In attendance: Lisa Shulman, MD; Jeffrey Rosenfeld, MD; Martin Shenkman, CPA; A. 
Gordon Smith, MD 
 
Staff: Jane Ransom, Shelly Collins Rucks, Natalie Baumgartner 
 
Excused: Kevin Goodno, Ben Utecht 
 
 
1) Welcome and introduction of attendees: Dr. Shulman welcomed everyone and discussed 

the agenda and objectives for the meeting. 
 

2) Approval of Meeting Minutes from January 8, 2018: Dr. Shulman requested committee 
approval for the previous Strategic Planning Committee’s meeting. Approval was 
unanimous. 
 

3) 2017 Scorecard: The Scorecard now has 2 columns, one from January 8 and the other from 
February 8. The February column has final 2017 numbers, most of which have not 
significantly changed. Under Strategic Goal #3, the restricted and operating funds went up. 
The new total funds increased. The number of new donors increased, which brought us over 
the threshold, and the number of AAN donors increased by about 100 people, which still left 
us under the threshold. The number of public donors increased and exceeded the threshold. 
These are all positive changes, but none of them changed the report fundamentally.  

 
The Committee questioned the use of target and maximum goals. They noted that the AAN 
only has a target and forgoes the others. The Foundation’s scorecard is modeled on the 
AAN’s scorecard. This is something that Ms. Ransom and Dr. Smith will investigate. The 
Board realized that the match for Total Funds Raised was inaccurate under January 8.  
 

4) Proposed 2018 Scorecard: Ms. Ransom explained the Basis table to the Committee, which 
allows the Foundation to document the rationale behind the threshold with 3% over the 
threshold being the target, and 5% over the threshold being the max. Strategic Goal #1, 1A, 
1 was set by the Compensation Committee and does not reflect this pattern. Many of the 
thresholds are based on 2017 actuals. It might be useful to reconsider this basis.  
 
a) Strategic Goal #1: The Committee walked through each metric, but noticed that “the 

number of crowdfunding/website donors” in #1A, 2 does not align with the overall goal of 
documenting crowdfunding since it includes general website donors. They also 
acknowledged that the “amount raised in crowdfunding” goal does not align with the 
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number of crowdfunding and website donors expected. What would the average 
donation be? Ms. Ransom explained that the staff already has $80,000 raised for the 
crowdfunding site, so the staff wanted to make the goal a stretch. The Committee 
acknowledged that the average donation for 317 donors to reach $30,000 would be 
$800 per person. Perhaps the goal for website donors is too modest, but the metric 
should reflect the goal. 
 
The Committee questioned if the Foundation might be able to utilize Neurology Now to 
better advertise the crowdfunding site. Ms. Ransom stated that the new Brain & Life 
website for patients will advertise the crowdfunding site on all disease-specific 
information pages, but they will not do the same in the print magazine.  
 
For Strategic Goal 1B, the money granted for CRTS/CSDA’s will not change because 
the threshold is based on contracts signed for 2018. Having 3% or 5% over threshold is 
irrelevant. The Committee discussed removing this metric from the Scorecard if it is 
finite. Additionally, they requested having a metric for the money raised for 
CRTS/CSDA’s.  

  
b) Strategic Goal #2: The survey from the AAN Insights team came back. 28% of the 

public say they know someone with brain disease prior to seeing a list of brain diseases. 
The Foundation also took the pageviews and increased them a bit.  
 
The Committee agreed that this goal is more abstract for the members than the rest. Ms. 
Ransom mentioned that the marketing coordinator would be utilizing metrics of her own 
to establish goals for the Foundation. The Committee agreed that the conversion 
number in Strategic Goal 1A should match the conversions.  
 

c) Strategic Goal #3: The total funds raised goal for 2018 is set at $3.4 million, with $1.5 
million going to operating costs. The goal is lower than what was achieved in 2017 
because more staff time will be needed this year to devote to operational fundraising, 
which is more time intensive.  
 
The Committee agreed that CRTS/CSDA’s should be another line item under Total 
Funds Raised.  
 

d) Strategic Goal #4: The AAN Insights team gave the Foundation a threshold for general 
AAN Membership awareness of the Foundation. Everything else is coming from 2017 
actuals.  
 
The Committee questioned the number of AAN staff donating to the Foundation. They 
felt that in the past, the number has been higher. Ms. Rucks explained that there may be 
external factors for the drop, such as the staff fluctuates. The Committee asked if this is 
a meaningful metric that staff is putting time into. Ms. Rucks stated that the staff has a 
campaign, and it is not a passive metric.  
 

5) Governance Committee thoughts about role of Strategic Planning Committee: The 
Governance Committee has been discussing how each committee can evolve. Board 
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meetings tend revolve around tactical discussions, which should be held at the committee 
level. How does this committee help elevate board discussions to a strategic level?  
Dr. Smith suggested that tactical discussions may be the result of the Strategic Planning 
Committee’s (SPC) report being early in Board meetings. It might be useful to model the 
SPC after AAN’s Strategic Planning Committee. 
 
The Committee agreed that the tactical discussions were a problem, but questioned if 
moving away from these discussions could be better mediated by the Board Chair and 
Executive Director. Dr. Shulman and Jane Ransom have been discussing a way to more 
intentionally link to the Strategic Planning Committee report and the Executive Director 
report. There was some caution about modelling the ABF’s processes after the AAN’s 
because the Foundation does not have the vast numbers of staff and volunteers to support 
processes as the AAN does. Many Board members are on more than one committee.  

Adjourn 11:03 am CT 
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American Brain Foundation 
Governance Committee Meeting 

January 22, 2018 
10:00 a.m. ET/ 9:00 a.m. CT/ 8:00 a.m. MT/ 7:00 a.m. PT 

Conference Call 
 
In attendance: Kevin Goodno, Dan Gasby, John Mazziotta, MD; A. Gordon Smith, MD 

 
Staff: Jane Ransom, Shelly Collins Rucks, Natalie Baumgartner 
 
Excused: Bruce Miller, MD; Catherine Rydell, CAE 
 
Mr. Goodno welcomed everyone and discussed the agenda for the meeting. There was not a 

quorum. 

1. RAC Succession Planning: The Research Advisory Committee’s (RAC) members are 

reaching their second term, and the Governance Committee needs to create a 

succession plan for rotating new members into this Committee.  

 

The Committee agreed that they should work with Dr. Griggs for the succession plan. 

The RAC should not self-select its leadership. The Board should approve successors 

through the same process that Board members are selected. The Committee should 

request names from the Board and RAC of possible successors and get 

recommendations for replacements to avoid the entire RAC turning over to successors 

at the same time.  

Dan Gasby called in, quorum present.  

Ms. Ransom needs to ask Dr. Griggs and the entire Board for recommendations for the 

RAC succession. These recommendations will be processed through the Committee, 

and they will be selected by the Board on recommendation of this Committee.  

Minutes: Minutes from December 18, 2017, Governance meetings were reviewed.  

MOTION to approve the ABF Governance Committee minutes December 18, 2017.  

Approved (Unanimous). 

2. Board Recruitment Strategy: This has been a great year in Board recruitment, but the 

Committee needs to start thinking about 2019 recruits, which will include two public and 

two neurologist members. Mr. Goodno directed the Committee to review the Board 

recruitment matrix included in their materials. There is a list of possible recruits created 

last year which can be a starting point, but Ms. Ransom should ask for additional 

suggestions from the Board.  

 

The Board discussed the importance of including people in the major wealth areas of the 

state. Mr. Essey’s background as a business person is crucial. Another business person 
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might be important. Additionally, the Committee needs to consider broadening the 

Board’s range of racial, ethnic, gender, and age diversity. The Committee agreed that a 

survey should be sent out asking Board members to self-identify their skills, and this 

Committee can look for gaps in the Board. Mr. Goodno stressed that this matrix should 

not be shared with the rest of the Board.  

 

The first third of 2018 will be used to identify candidates, the second third of the year will 

be used for recruitment, and the final third of the year will be used to finalize and 

communicate choices.  

 

3. Board Assessment Survey: The most glaring issues addressed in the survey came out 

in the January Board meeting. This Committee needs to keep an eye on the assessment 

and possibly get feedback from the Board members about their individual involvement. 

The survey that was sent out in late 2017 was a general assessment.  

 

The Committee discussed the general effectiveness of the survey and felt that the 

Committee already knows who the problem people are. The Committee suggested that 

all Board members have a 15-minute phone call with a neutral party to talk about their 

needs and to help this Committee find the outliers. The Committee also liked the idea of 

having a self-assessment survey prior to the neutral party phone call to give a baseline. 

Ms. Ransom needs to find a neutral third party. The Committee agreed that Ms. Rydell 

might be able to find someone who would donate their services.  

 

4. Committee Structure: The Committee looked at all the other committees and their 

roles. They asked the question about if this is the right committee structure for the 

Foundation. The Committee questioned the role of the Strategic Planning Committee 

(SPC), which reviews the Scorecard and was originally set up as an adhoc committee. 

They questioned if the review of the Scorecard has taken on the role of the Board itself. 

The SPC meetings often generate tactical, rather than strategic discussions. Perhaps 

the staff needs to work harder to get Board suggestions on tactics outside of meetings.  

 

With the AAN’s SPC, the chair speaks to all the other chairs to determine where they 

want to go. This is valuable. Additionally, the tactical discussions could be a symptom of 

where the Board is at. It might be possible to address how committees present to the 

Board to resolve the issue. The SPC might be better utilized to research the environment 

and trends that create opportunities and threats for the Foundation.  

 

The committee is interested in starting a Finance Committee in the latter half of 2018.  

The Foundation has not yet broken away from its financial/structural relationship with the 

AAN. The Foundation and AAN share the same CFO, joint investment, and joint audit 

committees. A new Finance Committee would spend time determining how and when 

the Foundation would separate from the AAN.  

 

The committee agreed that, rather than creating a Fundraising Committee, the staff 

should support every Board member in a fundraising role. 

 

The Committee agreed to keep the current committee structure with the potential to 

restructure the SPC in the future.  
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5. New Board Member Roles: The committee discussed integrating the new Board 

members into committees and other roles.  

Meeting Adjourned at 9:45 a.m. 
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American Brain Foundation 

Research Advisory Committee Meeting 
January 26, 2018 

11:00 a.m. ET/ 10:00 a.m. CT/ 9:00 a.m. MT/ 8:00 a.m. PT 
Conference Call  

 

Meeting Minutes 
 
In attendance: Robert Griggs, MD, Chair; Merit Cudkowicz, MD; Mark Mehler, MD; Raymond 
Roos, MD; Eugene Scharf, MD; Ira Shoulson, MD 
 
Staff: Jane Ransom, Shelly Collins Rucks, Suzi Sherman, Stephanie Olson, Natalie 
Baumgartner 
 
Excused: Carsten Bonnemann, MD; John Morris, MD; Sue Rodmyre, Director ED AAN; 
Natalia Rost, MD; Christy Phelps, Deputy ED AAN; Ralph Sacco, MD 
 
Dr. Griggs welcomed Dr. Mehler to the Research Advisory Committee, and introduced him as 
the Professor and Chair at Albert Einstein College of Medicine. His research includes 
fundamental mechanisms of neurological disease, and he has worked with the AAN Science 
Committee in the past.  
 
Agenda items were reordered.  

 
1. Crowdfunding:  Ms. Olson led the Committee in a brief overview of the Foundation’s 

strategy for marketing the crowdfunding site. This strategy revolves around increasing 

brand awareness, increasing donations on the site to get fully funded projects, and to 

market the site in the context of the Foundation’s overall mission.  

 

The Foundation will create a set of general messaging around the platform and use that 

in three campaigns launched in 2018. These campaigns include: a Traumatic Brain 

Injury Campaign, an MS Campaign, and an Alzheimer’s Campaign. The goal will be to 

create large campaigns that focus on the same disease and put a little extra energy into 

marketing these. The Foundation will also create a toolkit for researchers and partners 

on how to market a single project to get everyone on the same page. Eventually, the 

Foundation will also add their CRTS’s to the site to increase the number of projects 

listed.  

 

Current projects are not being removed from the site because the Foundation has not 

put marketing support behind these projects. They will get an extension until they 

receive a unique marketing strategy and get a push from the Foundation. At the end of 

the marketing push, their project will be removed to make room for a new project.  

 

The Committee agreed that this organized effort to market the crowdfunding site is 

positive. They wanted to understand how the Foundation will be targeting 
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patients/caregivers, companies, and similar foundations in their marketing efforts. The 

Foundation considers patients and caregivers to be a part of the “general public”. The 

Foundation will court other foundations as funders through the MS campaign, and they 

will be utilized as key players to broaden our reach. The Foundation has not strategized 

on how to reach companies, but it is in the pipeline.  

 

The March MS Campaign will center around Dr. Jung’s project. He is from the 

Weizmann Institute, and the funding for his project has already been reached. The donor 

of this project wants to promote crowdfunding, and he suggested using his funds to build 

excitement around the site. The Foundation will partner with the American Committee at 

the Weizmann Institute to promote the project, but the staff needs help reaching out to 

the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. Dr. Roos agreed to introduce the Foundation to 

the National MS Society.  

 

The Foundation could use help with awareness amongst neurologists, especially 

amongst the AAN MS Section. Dr. Roos agreed to post this project in the MS Section 

portal as long as he knew what the Foundation would be asking the neurologists for. Ms. 

Ransom noted that it would not be a fundraising appeal but an awareness appeal for 

researchers to learn about the site.  

 

2. Annual Meeting Opportunities: There have been several opportunities presented to 

the Foundation to promote the Crowdfunding site. On Monday, April 23, the Foundation 

will present on how to apply for the site, marketing strategy for individual projects, and 

the expected roles and responsibilities of the researcher. Dr. Scharf has been willing to 

present from the researcher perspective.  

 

The Foundation will also be presenting at the Experiential Learning Stage on Thursday, 

April 26 with three timeslots. The Foundation will fill these timeslots with three topics:  

crowdfunding from the researcher perspective, the Foundation’s mission, and marketing 

a crowdfunding site. The Foundation needs individuals to present on its behalf. The goal 

is to create interest amongst researchers to submit projects.  

 

The Committee agreed that creating a buzz around the crowdfunding site would be 

much easier with a successful project on the site.  

 

3. Research Funding Status: On page eight of the meeting materials, there is a status of 

where the Foundation at in the 2018 and 2019 awards. Originally, 2018 was supposed to 

have 13 awards, two of these awards were deferred until 2019. The Foundation will be 

notifying all 2018 award recipients soon. For 2019, eight awards contracts have been 

signed, seven are pending.  

 

4. X-Prize: Dr. Morris was to give an update on the progress of the X-Prize, but the 

Foundation has not heard back from the richest man in the world and needs to consider 

what they will do with individuals recruited to the X-Prize Committee.  

 

5. Science Committee Meeting: Dr. Griggs met with the AAN Science Committee to 

update them on the Crowdfunding site. He noticed a disconnect between activities at the 

AAN and the Foundation. Ms. Ransom acknowledged that the AAN is appreciative of the 
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Foundation’s efforts to expand the CRTS program. The Foundation can start raising 

money for AAN activities beyond CRTS’s and reach out to some pharmaceutical 

companies. There is disconnect between what they do and what the Foundation is 

doing, but the leadership of both organizations are trying to correct that.  

 

Dr. Griggs pointed out that many fellows, who are funded by the Foundation do not know 

that the Foundation has supported them. The Foundation is working on letters to make 

sure that the Foundation is acknowledged. The public should know that the Foundation 

is a source of most of the philanthropy that the AAN is supporting and benefiting from.  

Moving forward, Ms. Sherman will be the liaison for this Committee. Ms. Ransom will continue 

to be an active member. 

Adjourn 9:48 a.m. (Central).  
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